It has recently been shown that for the G /G /1 queue, virtual delay and attained waiting time have the same stationary distribution. We present a sample-path derivation of this result.
has recently shown that for the first-in-first-out (FIFO) G / G 11 queue, virtual delay and attained waiting time (defined below) have the same stationary distribution. His proof is based on relationships between stationary quantities in Miyazawa (1979 Miyazawa ( ), (1983 .
In this paper, we present a simple and direct sample-path proof of this result. In fact, our result is more general because it depends only on the existence and relative magnitude of two limits. In what follows, we fix a point OJ in the sample space, and treat all quantities as numbers.
Let customer C; arrive at epoch t n and have service time Sn, n~1, where 0:5 t 1~t2 •••• Customers are served at a single-server FIFO queue. Let virtual delay (work in system) V(t) be the sum of the remaining service times of all customers in system at epoch t~0, and~be the work found by Cn, which is the sum of the remaining service times of all customers C j , j < n, at epoch tn. If customers arrive one at a time, V n = V(t;). For arbitrary fixed V(O),
For every fixed V(O), assume that the system empties infinitely often. A sufficient condition for this is that the following limits exist: n (1) lim t.fn = 1/A and lim L Sjln = 1/1l, where 0 < A< Il < 00.
Now C; enters service at epoch 1: n = t; + V n , and we define the attained waiting time Wa(t) of the customer in service at epoch t as (2) which is the work found by C; (C n 's delay in queue) plus Cn's attained service at epoch t.
Define w:,(t) = 0 if the system is empty epoch t.
Notice. that the area under {w:,(t)} while C; is in service is a trapezoid with base Sn, left side V n, and right side V n + Sn. We find a corresponding area under {V(t)}. For this purpose, we pretend that the queue is operated under preemptive LIFO (PL) , where the server is always serving the most recent arrival (the customer C; with the largest subscript), among those in system. PL has no effect on the sample paths of {V(t) 
under {V(t)} while C n is in service. Because service on C; may be interrupted, this area may have disjoint pieces. Put the pieces together! We again have a trapezoid with the same base Sn, but now the right side is V n, and the left side is V n + Sn. It follows immediately that while C; is in service (under FIFO for~and PL for V), the amount of time for which V(t) > x is equal to the amount of time for which lV;,(t) > x. Adding up these amounts, we have the following result.
Theorem 1. For every busy period and every x~0, the amount of time for which V(t) > x is equal to the amount of time for which lV;,(t) > x.
To convert Theorem 1 into a statement about time averages, let {W~(t)} be the process we get when the 'high' and 'low' sides of the trapezoids under {Wa(t)} are reversed, and let lvx(t), lwx(t), and l~x(t) be the indicators of the events V(t) > x, lV;,(t) > x, and W~(t) > x, respectively; t, x~o.
We now compare the integrals f~I..(u) duo The processes V and W~have the same trapezoids, where the trapezoid of C; begins earlier for V, and may end later, but only if work exceeds V n in between. Thus the contribution of C; to L, on [0, t] either occurs earlier, or the work exceeds x throughout [tn, t] . The trapezoids under W and W~are in the same locations, with the high sides under W~on the left. It follows immediately that
Because the completed portions of the trapezoids under V in the interval [0, t -Wa(t)] correspond to customers who arrived earlier than the (FIFO) customer in service at epoch t,
we have the left-hand inequality in (4), which is combined with (3), for t >°and x~0,
Now let t~00 in (4). Both processes have the same time average, when the limits exist, provided that We show that (1) implies (5) by first obtaining a result for the unstable system obtained by adding constant c = 1/ A-1/1J + E~°to all of the service times. Let Vnc be the work found by C n with these altered service times. Let X; = S; + c -(t n + 1 -t n), where limn_co Ej=l Xj/n = E. Now {V nc } is simply the standard delay-in-queue sequence for a single-server queue, where (6) V n + 1,c= (V nc +X n )+, and Yn=(Vnc+X n)-, n~l, where l':r is the idle time of the server between the completion of service on C n and the commencement of service on C n + 1 • From (6), we can write n n Vn + 1,c = \t; + L xj + L lj, j=l j=l n~l.
If c is large enough to make E > 0, there is an m such that Ej=l X, >°for all n~m, which means that the queue remains busy from that point on, l':r =°for all n > m, and we can write Now divide (7) by n, and let n~oo. We have
where E may be arbitrarily smalL lim Vnc/n = E > 0, Now the V nc are monotone non-decreasing in c for every n, and it follows immediately from (8) that when the limits in (1) hold under the slightly weaker conditions 0 <;\~JJ < 00,
lim Vn/n = O.
Remark. Our argument for (8) and (9) is similar to that in Loynes (1962) . His results are in a stochastic setting, where {X n } is stationary and ergodic, but his approach is really sample-path in nature.
For t > 0, let Cn(t) be the customer in service at epoch t under FIFO, and write (10) where if the system is empty at epoch t, we set tn(t) = t, and the other quantities in (10) equal to O. Now n(t)~oo as t~oo, and from (1), tn(t)/n(t)~1/;\ as t~oo, and Sn/n~O as n~oo. Thus, from (9) and (10), it is easy to see that (1) implies (5).
From (4) and that (1) implies (5), we have the following result.
Theorem 2. When (1) holds, the fraction of time that {V(t)} exceeds x is equal to the fraction of time that {Wz(t)} exceeds x, for every x~0, whenever these time averages exist as limits. If one time average exists, so does the other.
In a stochastic setting, where these time averages exist as constants w.p.1, and each process has a stationary distribution, each distribution must equal the correponding time average. Hence, in the stochastic setting in Sengupta (1989) , Theorem 2 is equivalent to his result. Also note that in our analysis, we do not require either arrivals or departures to be one at a time.
Not only is our analysis more general, we also have learned a great deal about the close connection of these processes on finite intervals.
